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1. It is obvious that the AAF has an extreme interest in the poslibilttiea
of the use ot radio-acttve materials as veapons, aside ·from the use of the atomic
bomb aa a .pecific weapon for devastation. That part of this interest which pertains to the Air Chemical Officer specifically includes the possibilities of
radio-active and chemical properties of fission products, the military application
of which would fall along lines Similar to those ot chemical, incendiary, and
biological agents.
2. The field of importance of these materials divides itself naturally into
two partl: (1) Radio-active matsrials as offensive agents and (2) countermee.surea
which must be developed in order to limit the effect of ene~ offensive use of
these materials. The interest of the Air ChemiCal Officer very definitely includes the latter which seemS of the most extreme importance in view of the
possibility of immediate production of radio-active mate~ials by any nation.
3. In order that these mattere may be assessed from the point of view, not
only of offensive value, but also from the development of countermeasures and
defensive meane and methods, it ia essential that the AAF obtain all applicable
information now existing. It i8 8uggested that the folloving will indicate
the type of information which i8 now needed aa a preliminary to definite action
in thie matter.
a. The name of each radio-active element or material w~ch is produced,
or may be produced, as a byproduct of proceseea involved in the manufacture of
atomio bombs. This should include data on pure and impure materiall or mirlure.
of pure or impure ....terials.
b. Full information as to the chemical and phyeical properties of the
above to include: Density, volume, half-life, atomic structure, atomic weight,
and other pertinent physical and chemical properties and data.
c. What is now known aB to the present aTailability of these materials
and also as to the posaibilit7 of future production? Quantitative data is needed.
d. Whet is the pre.ent information a8 to the effect on personnel of
theae materiala' 'The information furnished shoUld include the time reqQirsmenta
for unit quantities of ·unit strength to produce casualty effects and the tlmequantity ratio which may be of valus in ~his connection. Whet are the POB8ibilitie
of controlling the factors of unit time, distance, and strength by combining two
or more .materials with different eharacterietics? DECLASSIFIED
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Similar information as to radio-active-effects on material.

f. What is the present information a8 to method. and means of protectio"
What are the possibilities and limitations of the development of more effective
means of protection, includinc the feasability of these methods from the point
of view of military use.
g. What are the poasibilitis8 of decontamination from the military
point of vlewl '
h. What information is available a8 to aafety requirement. in handling
fiaaion product a from the point of view of tranaportl
4. The question arises, when con8idering the military application of
radio-3ctive material. as offensive weapons and the problems of countermeasures
against such weapons, as to which part of the ~ organization should be charged
with the re8ponaibilitles for research and development. The &nswer, that this 1
reaponsibility properly lies with the Chemical Corps, is immediately obvious.
.
Certain responsibilities for the development of protection against radio activity
have already been given te the Chemical Corpa. The vast experience of the
Chemical Corps in the development of protective devices would be of extreme
(
value. The methoda and techniques which are used ~o apply chemical and bacte"",
iological agents are similar ~o those which would b~ u.sed in applying radioacti ve ageats. While the practical principle'a which would be involved in
protection against radio-active materials might be different than thOle involved
in the protection of either chemical or biological agents, fundamentally they
are baled on the same principle.. For example: Protection of the individual
against chemical agent. has been perfeoted in the fora of .maska (respirators)
and imprettnated clothing. Acainst radio-active materiala these might be used,
the materials of which they would be composed being different and developed
for the purpo8e.
5. It is believed that the above could well be incorporated in the Agenda
of the conference to be held with the Manhattan Engineer District on 3 September
1946.
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FROM :

Deputy Chief of Air Staff for Research and Development

1 . The AAF is currently pressing for a definition of its responsibilities
and authority with respect to handling and delivery of the atomic bomb. r am
concerned that we should not overlook, in this campaign, our possible interest
in the other offensive agent made available by the work of the Manhattan District,
namely, radioactive fission products.
2. The following notes on the supply, properties, and possible military
applications of these materials will suggest that they might be a useful supplement to HE, incendiary, CW and BW agents in air warfare. l.Iy ideas on the matter
are necessarily somewhat speculative. It seems to me that the AAF might reasonably ask for enough firm information about fission products to assess their usefulness and (if they appear promising) to plan realistically for using them.
3. This information is forwarded for your consideration as possibly suitable material for inclusion in the agenda of the conference to be held with the
Manhattan Engineer District on September 3, 1946.

1 Incl:
-Notes on radioactive fission
products as offensive agents.
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Major General, U. S. Army
Deputy Chief of Air Staff for
Research and Development

